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The Problem
Art is what an artist does.
The most interesting art comes from the heart, or the guts, of the artist. It
must explore issues that the artist is genuinely interested in, rather than
consist ofcontent artificially imposed on thework. In addition, themedium
ofexpression must be one forwhich the artist has some feeling. Personally
I am not interested in the formalist approach to creating works of art.
Abstraction and minimalism have been explored so exhaustively that there
is nothing more (of interest) to be said on the subject. Abstract
expressionism is, as a style, more dated than seventies'hairdos. Of course
some degree of abstraction is essential to almost all good art: works of art
that are too obvious and literary, or illustrative, take us too far to the other
end of the spectrum and begin to resemble political propaganda art ormere
decoration.
I had worked on the theme "horse" before; indeed, the horse had been a
favorite motif of mine ever since I was four years old. But when I
determined that horses would be the content ofmy art for the time being
and for an undetermined period in the future, many problems immediately
presented themselves. First ofall there was the obstacle of the very cliched
notion of the subject-matter. Some of the oldest works of art in the world,
in the caves of Lascaux, depict horses. Horses have since been portrayed
by the majority of cultures, often in equestrian statues, paintings or
miniatures, later as a favorite topic for the genre of sporting pictures.
Horses as noble animals, fast, powerful, horses as tokens ofbreeding, class,
prosperity, life-styles of the upper classes. Mythological horses: Pegasus,
the Unicorn. Horses in Freudian interpretations of dreams, linked to
sexuality. How could I, then, arrive at an original presentation of the horse
that would make any sense at all today?
There was also the problem of genre art: was not painting, or
photographing, horses equal to, say, painting cows, dogs, pigs, cats, still
liveswithmilkjugs, roses, fish?Whywould horses be anymore interesting
than any other topic, apart from the human figure? Surely, just to represent
horses, without any particular underlying thought, would not be intriguing
to anybody but people that are interested in horses in the first place.
Right in the beginning I was, on one hand, fascinated by the obsessive and
empowering qualities ofespeciallywomen bondingwith horses. Does the
bond have its origin inwomen's ability to be tuned in to other forms of life,
or their desire, as the weaker sex, to gain control of their lives and the
surrounding world by being able to control big animals? Yet another
interpretation, most often offered by men, is sexual. As if the horse were a
huge sexual fetish! Another cliche! Lady Godiva, naked, on the white
horse, riding through the town. An internet search in "women and
horses"
resulted in page after page ofbestiality, surely just amyth and utter fiction,
since bestiality is, according to clinical studies, an extremely rare, ifnot to
say non-existing sexual
perversion.1 It is an interesting question, however,
why this clinically rare sexual aberration is so fascinating to, predominantly
male, pornographers: because ofthe size ofa stallion^s sexual organ? These
pornographic images on the internet were very similar to the one in Andres
Serrano's show on human sexuality, a huge, technically competent but
'See John Money, Lovemaps. Clinical Concepts ofSexual/Erotic Health and Pathology,
Paraphilia, and Gender Transposition in Childhood, Adolescence andMaturity, Buffalo:
Prometheus Books, 1993.
aesthetically crude, cold, voyeuristic photograph of a naked girl holding a
horse's penis. Serrano's image is meant to be shocking and probably to
most people successfully so, but as far as explaining anything significant
about women and horses it entirely misses the point.
On the other hand I was intrigued by the idea ofmaking presentations of
the horsiness of the horse, the real horse, as opposed to how horses had
hitherto been represented in art. How could I reveal the true nature of the
horse, from angles not usually seen?
I embarked on studying one single horse, my thoroughbred mare Robin,
from every possible angle, obsessively documenting her with the camera,
first in black and white, then in color, every inch ofher body seen through
themacro lens. It is very difficult to photograph horses, theymove, and you
have to be careful not to be accidentally stepped on by them while
documenting their stomachs from two inches' distance.
At the same time, I did a series of staged self-portraits, with the horse, in
romantic, caressing poses, embracing the horse as an integral part ofmy
identity, made to look like old Hollywood film stills, printed half in focus
half out of focus .
Yet the love, obsession, and the precise nature ofthemysterious connection
failed to come through in the work convincingly.
The problem ofbringing the different elements together, investigating and
gaining insight into the ontology of the horse, as well as into the bond
between women and horses, remained unsolved.
Frustrated I changed the approach into putting the horse, digitally, into
unexpected scenes of parking lots, streets, industrial landscapes. By doing
this I hoped to draw the attention of the viewer to the phenomenon horse:
what is a horse in our present world? What if it is taken out of context and
moved into a different, improbable context? This approach did not seem,
in the end, original enough. After all, a herd ofhorses outside a coal factory
might be a beautiful and nostalgic sight, but might also be a piece of
everyday realismjust aswell, the contrast hardly seemed strong enough and
in the pieces where there was enough contrast I was undoubtedly sliding
towards the absurd.
On a cloudy December day a year ago I was, as usual, carrying around my
second camera (which I call a point and shoot model, in contrast to my
"good"
camera) and hadjust turnedmy thoroughbredmare out on the field.
Full ofenergy, spirited by the cold weather, she decided to rewardme with
an incredibly acrobatic series ofbucks, leaps, speeding round the paddock,
rolling in the mud, bucking and rearing again, soaring through the air in
poses that seemed to defy all the laws of gravity. I managed to capture the
highlights of her performance as a series of snapshots. Looking at them
later, a penny dropped. Movement! Whywere horses so adored by people?
Because ofthe way theymove! We, short-legged, slowmortals can feel the
wind in our hair on these powerful, fast animals. Harness-racing, flat
racing, jumping, dressage, all the competitive disciplines associated with
the horse have to do with the way horses move.
I began systematically to record and study the movement ofhorses. At the
same time, I also began looking at the historical motion studies by
Eadweard Muybridge. My purpose was to revisitMuybridge's discoveries
and to illustrate the beauty and power ofa horses'smovement in away that
would be peculiar to my own point of view. The motion studies I did
resulted in some the most successful work so far, a video of a galloping
horse, and later in two painted cibachromes and a huge oil painting based
on an image of a horse taking off from lying down and rolling.
Still, after having produced a fairly substantial body ofwork on variations
of the themes described above, I am, at the best, halfway toward reaching
my goal. Everything that risesmust converge: slowly the different elements
have begun to come together. What I have right now is an intricate web of
observations: horses, women, myself, a human in relation to an animal,
different forms of life, arrested, frozen moments ofmovement suspended
into fragmented images, close-ups of horse related body parts and
paraphernalia, power, sex, existentialism... Although the problem is still
there, the solutions are growing closer.
Research
It is actual ly amazing that the history of art is so full of depictions of
horses, both alone and together with humans. Individual horses, without
riders, appear not only in the cave paintings of Lascaux, and in other
paleolithic art, but also in abundance for example in ancient Chinese
sculpture. Some ofthese, such as the well-rounded terra cotta statues ofthe
Han and Tan'g Dynasties (ca. 206 BC - 906 AD) played an important role
as mortuary ornaments.
The impressive bronze horses (in fact notmade out ofbronze but out ofan
alloy ofgold and other metals) in front of San Marco in Venice, the exact
origins ofwhich are still unclear, are yet another famous example of early
representations of horses treated in and of themselves, and not merely as
means oftransportation. However, ancient artmostly shows horses together
with man, such as in Egyptian, Assyrian and Babylonian hunting scenes,
the Parthenon frieze, or the Roman bronze of Marcus Aurelius on
horseback, the father of all equestrian statues, be they in Venice, Padua,
Helsinki or St Petersburg. During renaissance horses became, increasingly,
status symbols, and were predominantly presented, with a rider, en levade,
which is to say: standing on their hind legs, a pose that remained popular
until the end of the 19th century.
Horses appear frequently in medieval art, generally in religious contexts,
but usually without any specific importance or symbolism. An interesting
medieval mythical beast, however, is the unicorn, a small white horse that
has a horn attached to its forehead. Composites of animals and humans
were common in for example Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian and Greek
art (the centaur, half man, half horse), whereas in the middle ages the
inexplicable forces of nature gave birth to non-existent animals such as
dragons and unicorns. The unicorn was a mythic transformation of real
animals, a white horse with a horn on its forehead, with cloven hooves and
a goat's beard. It was by nature benevolent, symbolizing chastity, such as
in the gorgeous Unicorn Tapestries, believed to have been made for Anne
ofBrittanj upon hermarriage just before 1 500, depicting a young lady and
the unicorn on an intricately patterned expanse of crimson wool. The
legend has it that to catch a unicorn you need a virgin to approach it. This
may well be one of the earliest suggestions of a special resonance of the
spirits of horse and woman.
From the renaissance onward artists such as Leonardo, Durer and Rubens
have analyzed the equine anatomy in their drawings. Of these the studies
by Leonardo are the most detailed and eye-catching. But perhaps the most
interesting images of horses appear in the late 1 8th century, during the
romantic period.
George Stubbs (1724-1806), an English animal painter whose sporting
pictures, hunting scenes and horse portraits are among the finest andwidely
imitated, such as the beloved Mares and Foals must be mentioned here.
Some ofStubbs' paintings, notably the many exquisite equestrian portraits
of horse owners, jockeys and grooms with their horses, but also his
meticulously crafted portraits of mounted women, in side saddle, offer
interesting insights into the society of the period. He also painted group
portraits of whole families proudly gathered round their horses.
Stubbs'
powers of observation had a scientific dimension as well: he
devoted himself to the detailed analysis of nature and to extensive
anatomical studies. His studies of the horse were published in his
beautifully illustrated classic Anatomy ofthe Horse (1766).
In attempt to become a painter ofnoble and timeless emotions, Stubbs also
painted several versions of lions and horses, including Horse Frightened
by aLion ( 1 770), orHorseAttacked by aLion, a painting that art historians
such as W. H. Janson have for long considered the title piece of
romanticism. On his travels to Italy Stubbs studied Roman sculptures, as
well as Roman copies ofearlier, notably Hellenistic sculptures, which may
have influenced the horse and lion -series, that Janson nevertheless
attributes to a real-life experience of Stubbs seeing a lion attack a horse on
a visit to North Africa.
Almost as famous as Stubbs' painting of the horse and a lion is a painting
by an eccentric contemporary Henry Fuseli, The Nightmare, where the
uncomfortably twisted figure of a young woman half spills out ofher bed,
with a devilish monster crouched on her chest and a ghost-like horse, with
enormous nostrils and madly bulging eyes, appears from the shadows.
According to the art historian William Vaughan, Fuseli may have been
more interested in eroticism than in depicting the irrational and the
subconscious: Vaughan refers to medical opinions of the time, which
suggest that nightmares in young girls coincide with the onset of sexual
maturity. The horse, then, would symbolize the rampant masculinity of a
stallion, and in visual terms, rape.
In France the field of the arts towards the end of the 1 8th century was
divided by disputes between the
"Poussinist"
painters, who stressed the
importance ofdrawing and of clear contours, and the
"Rubenist"
painters,
who today would be referred to as
"painterly"
painters. However, the
Poussinists seldom practiced exactly what they preached, and their
paintings often have decidedly romantic and painterly characteristics. One
of the leading Poussinists was Jacques Louis David, an ardent supporter of
Napoleon, whose portraits of the emperor on horseback exemplify
Romanticism's fascination with the horse. The Romans had seen the horse
symbolizingmilitary power, towhich the romantic era attached symbolism
of emotional and mystical nature.
Of the French late 1 8th and early 19th century painters, however, the ones
who truly excelled in painting horses were two
"Rubenists" Theodore
Gericault and Eugene Delacroix, whose elegantly contorted horses with
their highly accentuated, intricate muscles and veins, flaring red nostrils
and flying manes are sometimes so similar that it is hard to tell them apart
at the first sighting. For instance compare the horses inMounted Officer of
the Imperial Guard (Gericault, 1812) and The Massacre of Chios
(Delacroix, 1 824). In Gericault' s Race ofthe RiderlessHorses (1817), the
horses, arranged loosely in a formation reminiscent ofthe Parthenon frieze,
are bursting with ignitable, superhuman energy, barely contained by their
handlers. Gericault himselfwas an experienced rider, but his early death
was reputedly partly due to a series of reckless riding accidents.
Gericault and Delacroix were both obsessed with dramatic depictions of
violence, another trademark of the Romantic, neo-baroque period.
Gericault'
s interests in the unusual, the macabre and the extreme inspired
him to spend a fair amount oftime painting at themorgue and recording the
human condition in mental asylums, where the art ofDelacroix tended to
gravitate more towards the symbolic and mythical.
Depictions ofanimals struggling with or confronting the elements became
so fashionable during the romantic period that there were a number of
lesser known, but nevertheless accomplished artists that specialized almost
exclusively in the animal genre: James Ward, Horace Vernet and Antoine-
Louis Barye, to name a few.
Rosa Bonheur, a well respected 1 9th century equine artist, concentrated on
heavy, cold-bloodedwork-horses. Her horses appear grouped athorse fairs,
on the field or in action. They are represented in a formulaic fashion similar
to Gericault' s Race ofthe Riderless Horses, their massive hooves pawing
the air, shaggy manes flying and powerful, muscular bodies spilling over
the canvas. Human beings, such as grooms and horse-handlers, are mere
props in her paintings and the center stage belongs exclusively to the
magnificent horses.
Until the nineteenth centurymoving horseswere typically painted in certain
rigid, prescribed positions, either in trot with two legs touching the ground
or in gallop, mistakenly made to appear as if caught in a huge leap with
their front legs extended in one direction, the hind legs in the other. The
man who revolutionized the way we see horses in motion was Eadweard
Muybridge, not a painter, but an experienced photographer. His
photographic experiments on horses started as a bet: aharness-racing friend
asked for photographic evidence so that he could prove that at a certain
moment all four of a trotting horse's legs were suspended in the air, with
not as much as a tip of one hoof touching the ground.
Just as Muybridge was ready in his development of chemical and
mechanical technique to face the challenge, his careerwas interrupted by
a domestic incidentwhereMuybridge proceeded to shoot to death the lover
ofhis wife, upon discovering that his wife had given birth to an illegitimate
child. Narrowly escaping capital punishment, on the verdict that the
deceased had deserved his fate, Muybridge left England to continue his
experiments.
The results ofMuybridge's photographs ofmotion sequences depicting the
different phases of a horse trotting and galloping were received with great
enthusiasm by the public in general and bymany contemporary painters in
particular. The curiositywas such thatMuybridge toured thewestern world
lecturing on his experiments. Later he expanded his studies to includemen,
women and animals other than horses. These were developed in
collaboration with the American painter Thomas Eakins and the last series
was published by the University of Pennsylvania in 1887 as the eleven
volumes ofAnimal Locomotion; an electro-photographic investigation of
consecutivephases ofanimal movement.
To illustrate his lectures Muybridge developed a device called the
zoopraxiscope, based on the principle of the zoetrope. The zoopraxiscope
made it possible to project his images in rapid sequence, creating the
illusion of motion, which is why Muybridge is often credited with the
invention of the motion picture.
The influence of photography is pre-eminent in much of the art of the late
19th century, and especially visible in the paintings of the impressionists.
Muybridge's studies found their way rapidly into
artists'
studios and
became standard reference books for artists to this day. However, there
were artists who were vehemently opposed to the importance of
Muybridge's discoveries, such as the English painter and craftsmanWalter
Crane, who defended the traditional way of depicting a horse in motion,
claiming that it captured "the
idea"
of a horse's movement, never mind
what the actual scientific facts turned out to be. Oddly enough the old way
of picturing motion also seems to be a basis of many of Edgar Degas's
observations on the race track.
More recently horses have been the central motive of artists such as
Deborah Butterfield, Susan Rothenberg andMarkWallinger, togetherwith
Janet Biggs's video installations of pre-teenage girls riding horses or
playing "horsey".
There is hardly anything mystical about Deborah
Butterfield'
s horses: her
sculptures are modelled after existing horses, some of which she owns
herself. Most of the horses are presented standing, some lying down, in
peaceful, solid positions with gently arched necks. What is interesting is
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how she uses scrap-metal, found steel, clay, mud, twigs, wood and other
ignoble materials to build up the sculptures, following the lines of the
animal's anatomy, capturing the essential, repeating the same basic forms
over and over in varying materials. Many of her recent sculptures are
actually cast in bronze, but give the appearance of being made out of
driftwood, birch branches, and other organic materials.
When Susan Rothenberg first exhibited her gigantic horse paintings in the
mid-seventies, their rawmonumental ity and unabashed representationalism
immediately hit a nerve. Her horses are not elegantly painted, although a
certain kind ofelegance, that ofdraughtsmanship and the way she chops up
forms and carefully arranges them into seemingly primitive compositions,
is present especially in herwork on paper. Her horses are primeval horses,
from the dawn of civilization, bringing associations of paleolithic cave
paintings depicting animals barely tamed, their fragmented bones blanching
in the arid deserts, fleeing horses full of anxiety hunted by wildebeests.
Rothenberg'
s horse images preceded the German neo-expressionistic
movement of the early eighties, which convincingly brought back the
importance offigurative art, and the Italian trans-avant-garde, where similar
elements of primitive, archetypal origin appeared in paintings by Sandro
Chia and Mimmo Paladino.
In American Visions the historian and critic Robert Hughes describes
Rothenberg'
s horses as "generic nags, crude silhouettes with some texture
and internal patterning but no modeling, with heads like wombats and
hooves of clay", but he does find merit in her large charcoal drawings.
According to Hughes, Rothenberg's images have their origins in the
"humanized"
minimalism ofEva Hesse and Richard Serra, as well as in the
work of certain performance artists. The horses could hence be seen as
disguised self-portraits, or at least as "presences", as standing for human
presence. Thismakes sense especially looking back to the romantic period,
when animals, and horses in particular, where used to symbolize dramatic
and inexplicable emotions. On a practical note, however, one must bear in
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mind that Rothenberg, at the time, lived in contact with horses in New
Mexico,where horseswere an important source of inspiration to her spouse
Bruce Nauman, and one could argue that Rothenberg's horses are so
formalist that almost any image might have seved the same function in her
art as the horse.
The horse paintings of the Englishman Mark Wallinger are very different
from Rothenberg's work on horses: as befits a British painter, they have
much more in common with the venerable tradition of sporting pictures in
the vein ofGeorge Stubbs and Sir Alec Munnings. Wallinger, who went so
far as to purchase a thoroughbred race horse and declare it "the only true
work of art", is interested in the horse as a British institution. His other
work explores such phenomena as football (soccer) and the royal family.
Wallinger'
s horses are monumental in scale, detailed, airbrushed and slick,
anatomically immaculate, appearing in full, natural color on stark white
expanses of canvas, completely devoid of any background detail
whatsoever. They carry the registered names oftheir blue-blooded models,
such as HalfBrother: Unhurvain, Nashvain, and are symbols of class,
beauty, breeding and wealth.
One ofthe best examples ofan exploration of the themewomen and horses
is the video installationHorseyGirl by Janet Biggs. She considers the barn
as an extension ofher studio and describes the motivation for her work as
a study of female identity, drawing from her personal history: " The
realization that at an age when decisions were usually made by others, I
could experience freedom and control from the back of a twelve-hundred-
pound animal confirmed my 'horsey
girl'status."However, the work that
I have seen from Janet Biggs so far studies the empowering effects of
growing up with horses from the point ofview ofyoung girls and thus falls
short of fully explain ing the bond between horses and women (ofany age),
unless it be understood that the empowerment carries on to have a profound
effect in the girls'later lives.
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Horses and children also figure prominently in the art of photographer
Robin Schwartz,whose first two booksLike Us: PrimatePortraits andDog
Watching are studies of people's fascination with animals. She has since
worked on children and animals in Mexico, and although her main focus
are dogs, her The Arabber Series, photographed at the Retreat Stables in
Baltimore, includes powerful and moving images of inner city children on
scruffy horses, mostly teenage boys who were allowed to swap stall
cleaning and grooming duties for horseback rides in the streets, alongside
buses and cars.
Apart from occasional appearances in the work of a great number of 20th
century artists, too numerous to list
here,2 horses also play a notable role in
thework ofEd Kienholz, in pieces such as ToMourn a WoundedHorse, or
TheKitchenAltar (the focus ofthe latter is a photograph ofa nakedwoman
hugging awhite horse), in several video installations byBruceNauman and
in an oddlymemorable video by Yaoi Kusama, where Kusama, dressed in
a floppymagenta sixties'outfit rides intowater on a huge, dark shire horse,
covered with magenta spots, and the spots proceed to float onto the water.
2FranzMarc,Matisse, Seurat,Gauguin, Picasso,MarioMerin i, several photorealist painters,
Joseph Beuys (a live performance co-starring a white horse), Robert Morris, Jannis
Kounnelis, the Starn Twins.
The work
A case study
Having mapped out the problem, how to come to an original, but in some
sense essentially truthful representation of the subject horse, I set out to
find solutions to it. To be an artist can be a lonely path: unless you are
content with your art looking like somebody else's art you will ultimately
have to be the one responsible for decidingwhat exactly it is that you want
to do. In the best case you will receive lots of advice, however, the advice
might be, at times, confusingly conflicting. In the worst case nobody is
interested in what you are doing. I was lucky enough never to experience
the latter, and having digested the advice offered, most of it seemed to
make increasing sense.
First of all I reconsidered the art form "artists' books". My books turned
out to bemixed media sketch-books, intended to be seen as documentation
of the process ofworking out my ideas, resulting, at times, in images less
veiled and probably also less staged than many ofmy finished pieces. To
work out ideas by arranging and rearranging snapshots, polaroids,
computer-printouts, sketches and overpainted photographs on the pages of
the books was notmerely liberating, it was also, oddly enough, an exercise
in becoming focused. It mapped out a path to a disciplined form of
thinking, dwelling on a subject formore than a few days, more than a few
months - several years, even.
Second, I worked very hard on my photography. I knew that photography
would be a keymedium in my work, and kept tellingmyselfthat no matter
what the end-product would be, the photos needed to be good. Whether I
would, in the end, manipulate them digitally or turn them into paintings, or
make them move, was irrelevant. I worked day and night. There was so
much to catch up. Although photography is the ultimate mass market
medium, it is not easy to take good pictures. The results ofphotography are
frequentlymuch more immediate than the results ofpainting, butwhat goes
into taking photographs is a different chapter itself: in some respects
entirely different and in a few respects surprisingly similar to the arduous
and lengthy process of painting. I kept telling myself, one good shot.
Please, make this roll work. Or the next. Or the one after it. Make one
frame work. That is all I am asking. So that at least I can use it for
something.
The relationship between painting and photography, separately and in
combination, has fascinated me for the longest time. It is said that a
photographer refers to the world, isolating, or framing, a part of it, whereas
a painter invents everything from scratch, starting with an empty canvas.
But when you consider all the various darkroom practices, not to say
anything about staged photography, or digitallymanipulated photography,
where you can compose and collage the elements exactly the way a painter
would arrange them in a painting, or you can actually paint with themouse,
the definitions became more blurred.
What is the difference, then? I think the difference lies in the touch of
human hand - in the painter's handwriting. In a painting there are more
actual traces of the hand than in a photograph, they more often than not
cover the entire canvas. Every brush-stroke is first calculated by the
painter's brain and then hand-painted onto the painting. If three
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accomplished painters were asked to copy the same photograph, in
painting, as faithfully as they can, all three copies would be different,
showing tiny individual variations of hand-writing.
Many, not to saymost, painters use photographs as reference material. For
example Chuck Close takes his own photographs of the sitters, which he
then translates into hyperrealistic and most recently into pixellated,
fragmented likenesses. He exhibits photographs as an end product as well
as paintings. Obviously a lot ofwork goes into making the photographs:
they are large-format, detailed, staged, the lighting exactly the way he
wants it to be. Whatmakes his photorealistic paintings so successful is the
fact that he exaggerates certain properties of the kind of portrait
photographs he makes, the result being an irritating, almost three-
dimensional in-your-face coolness.
I wasn't after the studied coolness of a Chuck Close painting, I wanted to
make images that would convey moods and feelings, that would be
touching both on an aesthetic and an emotional level. With this in mind I
turned to study the work of the German painter Gerhard Richter. Richter,
who used to earn a living working at a photo laboratory, takes hundreds of
photographs, some ofwhich he turns into paintings. He has two painting
styles: a painterly, abstract expressionistic style, and a smooth, moody,
melancholy, representational style that he uses to produce oddly beautiful
paintings that look like blurred photographs.
In my painting I was much influenced by Gerhard Richter, only I did not
aspire to paint nearly as smoothly as he paints in his representational work.
In my thesis work I wanted to show some brushstrokes
- whether they be
real or computer-generated, was not so important - but at the same time I
wanted to preserve as many photographic qualities as possible.
Another important influence, apart form Richter, was the English figure
painter Lucian Freud. Freud spent a lot of time riding horses when he was
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in art school, and even painted some. His mature work, however, is almost
exclusively dedicated to psychologically loaded presentations ofthe human
figure, rendered with lush, fleshy brush-strokes.
In his figurative work from the past decade or so Gerhard Richter has
abandoned his early political engagement and has exclusively been using
very ordinary subject matter: landscapes, flowers, chandeliers, peaceful
shots ofwomen, a roll of toilet paper. He gives them a treatment that I call
romantic, elevating them towards the sublime. I felt related to him in the
romantic mood. However, I wanted my own work have more content and
different kind ofcontent, than that ofmost of the other artists I had studied,
including Richter. As for analytical content, Muybridge and Nauman
seemed to me to be very much on the right track; however the Romantics
and Janet Biggs certainly had a lot to say on an emotional and
psychological level.
Susan Rothenberg's horses, on the other hand, would have left me
completely unimpressed, were it not for the interpretation of them in terms
ofveiled self-portraits. For could it not be that the key to thewoman-horse
relationship was to be found in this interpretation: men relate to horses as
separate entities, or as an extension of themselves at best, whereas women
are able to identify themselves with horses, even to the point ofbecoming
a horse?Ofcourse such an interpretationwould, taken to the extreme,mean
the extinguishing the female ego to the point of self-obliteration, the
woman becoming amythological earth-mother,mergingwith the receptive
and nurturingyin ofthe universe. However, it does seem tome thatwomen,
in general, have a greater ability than men to empathize and their sense of
self is more complicated than the structure of the much maligned "male
ego"Take for example Frida Kahlo's self-portrait as a wounded deer, a
picture that I claim could not have been painted by a man. When Picasso
painted the Minotaur, he may have identified himself with the bull to a
certain degree, but not so that he became the bull: he was merely referring
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to the bull as a symbol of aggressive sexual power and borrowing that
power for his own use.
I wanted to create a body ofwork with subtle symbolism, reflecting all the
various aspects ofwhat I found interesting in the theme woman and horse,
and the horse alone, seen from a woman's perspective. I also wanted the
work to have a connection to some of the historical precedents, namely the
motion studies ofMuybridge (put into good use in a video I did for the last
walkthrough beforemy thesis show), the paintings ofthe Romantic period,
and the work ofGerhard Richter.
To explore the obvious differences and possible similarities between
photography and painting I worked with the following media: straight
photography, digitally altered photography, photographs overpainted with
paint and paintings based on photographs. I wanted to be honest about the
process of a photograph becoming a painting, but I also wanted to leave
open the question whether such a step was necessary in the first place.
What may initially have seemed a compromise became, in my eyes,
surprisingly successful: the digitally altered, overpainted photographs
suddenly emerged as having unforeseen qualities. In them I could havemy
cake and eat it, too: I could have the fleeting moment in time recorded
exactly as it was arrested on film, but I could also change the mood of it by
manipulating the brightness, contrast and color cast digitally, and add
texture and emphasis by overpainting the cibachromeswith metallic oil and
alkyd paints. All the photographs in the showwere printed as cibachromes
(to be technically correct, Ilfochromes), which I found very appealing not
only because they could be printed directly out of slides, or slides made
from computer files, but because they possessed a particularly glossy, deep
and saturated appearance.
In the straight shots I was looking for aesthetic, unusual angles not hitherto
represented in the history ofhorse art, horses rolling and playing, captured
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in unexpected positions. I was also fascinated by horse-related items such
as tack and riding clothing and documented them in almost abstract close-
ups through a razor-sharp Zeiss macrolens, taking advantage of the
extremely narrow depth of field. Bridles, bits, reins, martingales, halters,
saddles, riding crops all are designed to channel and control the movement
of the horse, to make it useful and pleasurable for the rider. They are the
tools of power, and subsequently the instruments of submission, but also
the means of communication. By using them correctly the rider fruitfully
interacts with the horse, who is physically many times more powerful than
a human being and can send the rider flying with the mere toss of its head.
Due to the materials used and the venerable cavalry tradition that still to a
great extent dictates the manufacturing of equestrian items they also carry
a powerful potential of fetishism. A hunt coat is either red or black wool,
with a red silk lining and brass buttons, the gloves black hyde, the tall boots
black calf-skin adornedwith shiny silvery spurs, and a bridle almost always
combines polished metal with dark leather.
The paintings reflected the colors ofmetal and leather, riding clothing and
horse-fur: silver, black,white, cream, ivory, red, copper. Theywere directly
painted from photographs with oil, acrylic and alkyd paints (some of the
paints consisting offinemetal particles instead ofpigment) on linen canvas
and cotton duck. I wanted to turn arrestedmoments, as if in film stills, into
paintings, into "my
hand-writing"
using the very physical, sensual and
inherently tactile materials that painters use.
The most personal part of the series were four digitally altered self-
portraits, the first one of them being a dream-like take on David's famous
portrait ofNapoleon, only in place ofNapoleon there is a woman on the
ubiquitous white horse. The second one was a naked self-portrait with the
same white horse, a twisted glimpse of an emotional fairy-tale. In the third
one, that required about 200 re-takes, my eye was recorded next to my
horse's eye, the lashes intertwined, with my reflection on the horse's iris.
The fourth and final one almost cost me my head. Horses do not normally
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wish to step on people but their field of vision is different from ours, and
they may accidentally put a foot wrong. The second after the shutter was
releasedmymare stepped onmy hair, fortunatelymissing my face and thus
avoiding any permanent damage. But then again, I wanted the finished
image to carry the allusion ofawoman becoming transposed,mergingwith
nature, very much in the vein of 70's feminist earth artists such as Ana
Mendieta,whosework I admire.3 During the photo-shoots Iworked hard on
the emotions shown in these photographs; the images had to have dreamy,
slightly, but only slightly, disturbed, multi-layered emotional content.
Subsequently the digital alterations had to be subtle, barely visible,
underlining but not changing the mood of the picture.
As a wholemy thesis show wasmeant to be seen as a circle, the work hung
so that there was no beginning and no end, the different elements
continuously being varied, repeated or interacting with each other. A
perfect circle is a closed circle, the ultimate, unity where all things come
together.
The flip-side of a circle is best illustrated by the phrase "arguing in a
circle", where while going round and round you end up going nowhere at
all.
3The image ofwoman merging with nature or with the landscape is a commonly occurring
feature ofWestern iconography from the Renaissance onwards.
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Conclusion
Although my thesis show is a closed circle, my art is not. It is an open
construct, pushing out in several directions, pursuing answers to questions
which may, by their very nature, be such that they have no easy or obvious
solutions. As an artist my course is clear.
I keep exercising the daily practice of taking photographs ofmy horses,
planning to have the photographs blown up and painting on them. After all,
many of Anselm Kiefer's paintings are painted on photographs - it is a
technique, or approach, that deserves to be developed further.
I am also working on producing more of the digital self-portraits and
translating them into large-scale paintings, pure oil-paint on linen canvas,
with even stronger emphasis on the emotional and historic content. They
should not be too obvious, though, they should underline the essence of the
inquiry rather than give answers to it - answers that I do not have.
The video piece that I made for the last walkthrough keeps haunting me,
and I am planning a trip to the Caribbean to capture on video-tape the
image of polo-ponies swimming in the warm, clear ocean with riders
sliding on their slippery, salty backs: material for a pictorial essay
exploring the human and the animal truly being unified in, and with, the
elements. Water is a key element in many video works, its hypnotizing and
symbolic powers mesmerize the audiences in the work of Janet Biggs as
well as the better known Bill Viola, but it is not a usual sight to see ponies
swimming, neither it is commonly acknowledged that they can swim.
Needless to say that acquiring an underwater housing formy digital video
camera and finding a suitable model to ride the ponies in the water while
I am filming are obstacles that I will have to overcome in the near future.
The finished video, after it has been digitally edited, is going to be
projected onto a huge screen. There may even be three large synchronized
film screens to be played simultaneously. The screens might be connected
in an angle, forming aU-shape - or a horse-shoe shape - so that the viewer
will be able to watch the projection standing close to, and surrounded by,
the electrically moving ocean. On the other hand, a large, simple screen
might be just as effective and less gimmicky. I will be editing the
soundtrack using exclusively natural sound, the sound ofwater, the sound
ofthe ponies breathing. It should suffice to show what is there, without too
many special effects: the topic is powerful and interesting enough, as well
as symbolic in its own right. The video should have the same visual and
visceral impact as the battle scene, the focus of which are slowly dying
horses, that makes up the last five minutes of Akira Kurosawa's film
Kagemusha.
I was going to call the video Equine Ocean, but it sounded so pretentious
that I decided to settle for Water Ponies instead, which is my working title
for the project at the moment. I am sure than when the work is completed
the right words to describe it will eventually come to me.
My thesis show is the first, but by no means final attempt to articulate, in
the form of a full-bodied exhibition, what I am working on at the moment.
I believe that as such it is sufficiently valid to retain its meaning viewed on
its own as well as in the context of the work that is to come.
Che est mort mais la lutte continue.
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Slide list
28 slides, all works untitled:
2 slides
installation view
1 slide
oil on canvas 72"x60"
1 slide
ilfochrome, alkyd 12"xl6"
2 slides
ilfochrome, alkyd 20"x30"
3 slides
ilfochrome, (digital) 20"x30"
1 slide
ilfochrome, 20"x30"
17 slides
ilfochrome, 12"xl6"
1 slide
acrylic on canvas,
40"x60"
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